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Shifting Hours: Unstable Work Scheduling Practices

Introduction

Stable work schedules are a key component of job quality and of supporting a thriving labor force. Stable scheduling practices are associated with improved job attachment, lower turnover, and higher revenues. On the other hand, employer-initiated unstable scheduling practices have been shown to destabilize workers’ finances, sleep, caregiving, education, other employment, and community and leisure activities, and are associated with negative health outcomes, reduced worker satisfaction, and increased turnover. Though unstable scheduling practices are widespread, with about 41% of all workers experiencing such practices, hourly and part-time workers and workers in low-wage occupations are especially affected. Further, due to occupational segregation, workers of color are disproportionately impacted by unstable scheduling and its negative outcomes. These inequities in scheduling instability were only compounded by the COVID–19 pandemic. As jobs have been added back into low-wage industries hit hard by the pandemic, workers’ hours in many of those jobs have remained low and unstable.

---

3 Here, occupational segregation refers to the uneven distribution of racialized or otherwise marginalized workers in specific, often low-wage, occupations.
Unstable scheduling practices exacerbate the increasingly steep tradeoffs that low-income households face in navigating the costs of low-wage work, including the costs of transportation, housing within a reasonable distance of work, and caregiving. This instability in work hours and income makes it particularly difficult to qualify for employer and state benefits, access reliable care, pursue education or training, and consistently cover rising basic costs of living. As these factors play a role in household employment decisions, understanding unstable scheduling is an important consideration for the Federal Reserve’s dual mandate.

This brief outlines the employer practices that comprise unstable scheduling, how underwork and overwork—and fluctuations between the two—can be understood as intertwined with unstable scheduling, and how we can measure the prevalence of unstable scheduling practices across industries. What follows is a discussion of the inequitable distribution and impacts of unstable scheduling, the negative effects of unstable scheduling practices for all workers, and the benefits of stable scheduling for both workers and employers. The final section discusses how potential solutions could address both quality and quantity of work hours, as well as the related challenges of accessing benefits and affordable care.
What Is Unstable Scheduling?

Unstable scheduling is an umbrella term that describes a wide array of employer practices of scheduling irregular and unpredictable work hours. Some examples of these employer-initiated practices can include:

- **Lack of advance notice**: Assigning or changing workers’ shifts with little or no notice, requiring workers to be on-call or to call in to see if they will be working that day or the next day

- **Last-minute changes during a shift**: Sending workers home early or requiring or pressuring them to stay after scheduled shifts

- **Work hours variability**: Varying the days, times, and number of work hours assigned from week to week

- **Shifts that prevent adequate rest**: Assigning workers to split shifts or “clopening” shifts, both of which prevent adequate rest periods between closing and opening shifts

- **Open availability**: Requiring workers to maintain open availability so that they can be scheduled to work any day or time

- **Lack of worker input in scheduling**: Giving workers little or no input in setting their work hours

---

6 Note also that while there is significant overlap between unstable scheduling practices and irregular scheduling, unstable scheduling practices encompass a wider range of practices. Similarly, there is overlap between the challenges workers experience with unstable scheduling and with nontraditional hours, which is more reliably measured in some standard datasets, but these do not necessarily refer to the same practices. For example, workers may have consistent, predictable work schedules at nontraditional times, which makes it challenging to find consistent, reliable care and may disrupt their sleep and cause stress. Still, these outcomes overlap with unstable scheduling, and when workers are unpredictably or variably assigned to work shifts at nontraditional hours, the overlap is especially clear. See, for example: Li, Jianghong, et al. 2014. “Parents’ Nonstandard Work Schedules and Child Well-Being: A Critical Review of the Literature.” The Journal of Primary Prevention 35(1): 53–73; Shriane, Alexandra E., et al. 2020. “Sleep Hygiene in Shift Workers: A Systematic Literature Review.” Sleep Medicine Reviews 53.
Unstable Scheduling Practices Are Employer-Initiated

The lack of worker input in scheduling highlights a key component of unstable scheduling—namely, that it is a set of employer-initiated practices. Analyses of unstable scheduling practices focus on employer-initiated scheduling instability, as distinct from employee-initiated flextime. The latter is more commonly experienced by higher-wage professional workers whose hours may fluctuate but who report more control over setting their own work schedules. In contrast, employer-initiated unstable scheduling practices are more commonly experienced by workers in low-wage, hourly occupations whose hours fluctuate and who are more likely to lack control over setting their work schedules. In contrast with employee-initiated flextime, which can have numerous positive outcomes for workers, unstable scheduling is understood as employer-initiated practices that maximize employer flexibility in an effort to reduce labor costs, with numerous negative outcomes for workers and costs for employers.

In response to persistent pressures to cut labor costs, the increasing demand for around-the-clock services, and increases in “just-in-time” manufacturing and shipping, employers in many industries have implemented “just-in-time” work scheduling practices for hourly workers. This has resulted in employers cutting costs through understaffing and expanding the numbers of involuntary part-time workers who would like to work full-time hours but are kept below that threshold and are therefore less likely to qualify for employer-provided benefits. At the same time, employers increasingly require hourly workers to maintain open availability so that

---

8 See, for example: Choper, Schneider, and Harknett, “Uncertain Time”; Schneider and Harknett, “Consequences of Routine Work-Schedule Instability.”
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managers can fill schedule holes. These employer practices cause workers to experience “routine unpredictability” in their work schedules.

Underwork and Overwork Are Key Components of Unstable Scheduling

Work hours variability and involuntary part-time work have been increasing over time, and both are intertwined with unstable scheduling. Indeed, a primary worker complaint regarding unstable scheduling is being scheduled for inadequate hours. This form of underwork through involuntary part-time work disproportionately affects service-sector workers, workers of color, and, specifically, women of color.

Involuntary part-time work can be understood as an employer practice that makes workers particularly vulnerable to unstable scheduling and can also result from unstable scheduling practices. First, part-time workers who want to be scheduled more hours and who are required to have open availability have more variation week to week in the number of hours and shifts they are assigned, compared with full-time workers. Part-time workers are also likely to feel financial pressure to accept additional hours to make ends meet—though many workers are not given a choice whether to accept such changes in hours. Second, unstable scheduling practices can

lead to involuntary part-time work if employers unpredictably or variably change workers’ schedules and reduce the hours they had formerly assigned. Many work agreements do not specify or guarantee the minimum number of hours workers will be assigned. Local predictive scheduling laws may disincentivize employers from last-minute scheduling changes, but these disincentives generally apply only to advance notice of changes in work hours and do not necessarily guarantee minimum weekly work hours in the long term.¹⁸

Unstable scheduling and hours variation can include overwork as well as underwork—and fluctuations between the two. Workers in low-wage occupations may be subjected not only to long hours and optional overtime, but also to mandatory overtime.¹⁹ In the latter case, workers cannot refuse to work extended hours, which may be mandated with little or no notice, without the risk of facing a penalty—including the possibility of losing their job.

---


Scholars have noted that managers may still retaliate against workers who decline hours by differentially allocating future hours and schedules as a tool of worker discipline. See, for example: Wood, Alex J. 2018. “Powerful Times: Flexible Discipline and Schedule Gifts at Work.” Work, Employment and Society 32: 1061–77.

¹⁸ Many such ordinances currently require that employers offer a “good-faith estimate” of hours upon hiring. However, they do not offer recourse to workers if their hours are subsequently reduced, such that they become involuntary part-time workers even if they were hired with the expectation of working full-time hours. See, for example: Petrucci et al., “Persistent Unpredictability.”

¹⁹ Another form of overwork occurs when employers increase the intensity of workloads through line speed-ups, mandated increases in caseloads, or requiring workers to take on additional tasks and responsibilities without adequate training or support—often as part of an employer strategy to increase flexibility so that workers can fill multiple positions if needed. This is compounded by the rise in understaffing as an employment practice and by high turnover rates, which reinforce one another in a vicious cycle. For more, see: Loustaunau et al., “No Choice but to Be Essential.” Please note that although understaffing and intensified workload is orthogonally related to unstable scheduling, this section focuses on mandatory overtime.
Measuring Unstable Scheduling Practices Across Industries

Commonly used workforce data have been shown to vastly underestimate the prevalence of unstable scheduling practices. Lack of consistent, nationally representative data with large sample sizes on unstable scheduling practices across industries and occupations makes estimating prevalence and trends in these practices challenging. Much of the research on unstable scheduling practices and their effects has focused on service-sector workers, who are disproportionately exposed to unstable scheduling practices and with whom scholars have conducted robust novel data collection and analysis. Additionally, some nationally representative surveys have included more detailed questions about hours and scheduling in recent years. These sources allow scholars to make some estimates about the prevalence of unstable scheduling practices overall, though limitations in analyzing unstable scheduling practices comprehensively and their prevalence across industries persist. Even with these limitations, the data and research we do have offer important insights into the prevalence and impacts of unstable scheduling practices across industries and occupations.

20 For example, the Current Population Survey (CPS) asks about usual hours in such a way that leads to a significant underestimate of variable work hours. See: Lambert, Susan, Peter Fugiel, and Julia Henly. 2014. “Precarious Work Schedules Among Early-Career Employees in the US: A National Snapshot.” University of Chicago Research Brief.


22 Note: Despite these being nationally representative samples, challenges in analyzing trends over time and in disaggregating by geography, demographics, or specific occupations remain, due to limited years that include work scheduling questions (including more recent years that no longer ask about work schedules) and limited sample sizes of different subpopulations. Additionally, surveys may include questions about specific unstable scheduling practices but may not comprehensively include all practices, making overall estimates of unstable scheduling prevalence across industries challenging. For example, according to analysis of General Social Survey (GSS) data from 2017, about 17% of workers’ industries and occupations have irregular work schedules. However, this measure does not include lack of advance notice of one’s work schedule, which is a key component of unstable scheduling practices and is included in other datasets. For more on irregular scheduling, see, for example: Golden, “Irregular Work Scheduling.”
Understanding the Prevalence of Unstable Scheduling Practices

Analysis of American Time Use Survey (ATUS) data from 2018 reveals that 41% of workers across industries and occupations, including 46% of hourly workers and 58% of part-time workers, reported some form of unstable scheduling practices. The survey included questions about unstable scheduling practices, such as receiving fewer than two weeks’ advance notice of their work schedules, being scheduled for rotating, irregular, or split shifts, and receiving variable hours. A study of these practices among early career workers (aged 26–32) surveyed in 2012 for another nationally representative survey, the National Longitudinal Study of Youth (NLSY), found similarly high rates of many unstable scheduling practices. Thirty-eight percent of all workers surveyed in the NLSY reported that they received less than one week’s notice of their work schedule, including 41% of hourly workers and 48% of part-time workers.

Work hour fluctuations from week to week—another component of unstable scheduling—are even more common. Analysis of General Social Survey (GSS) 2018 data reveals that 74% of hourly workers reported fluctuations in the number of hours they were scheduled to work from week to week, with variations in hours averaging 50% from their usual hours. Fluctuations in hours were particularly common for part-time workers, with 83% reporting that their hours varied from week to week. The wide ranges in hours can result from workers generally being scheduled as part-time but then sometimes being scheduled to work overtime. In 2018, 27% of all part-time workers reported that they were sometimes scheduled for overtime, including 13% who reported that they were required to work mandatory overtime. Twenty-seven percent of all workers across industries and occupations were subject to mandatory overtime, 28% of whom were mandated to do so at least 10 days each month.

---

24 Lambert, Fugiel, and Henly, “Precarious Work Schedules Among Early-Career Employees in the US.”
25 Ibid.
26 Analysis of General Social Survey (GSS) 2018 data, GSS NORC at the University of Chicago.
27 Ibid.
These work hour fluctuations lead to highly variable and unpredictable wages and incomes. Additionally, workers often experience multiple unstable scheduling practices. Workers who experience large fluctuations in work hours are also twice as likely as workers with stable schedules to lack advance notice of their work schedules.\textsuperscript{28}

Lack of worker input in setting schedules compounds unstable scheduling challenges and inequities. Hourly workers, workers of color, and workers in certain occupations are particularly likely to have little or no input in setting their work schedules. Fifty percent of hourly workers have no input in their work schedules, compared with 39% of non-hourly workers. Fifty-five percent of Black workers and 58% of Hispanic workers have no input in their work schedules, compared with 47% of white workers. Among low-wage occupations, 65% of production workers and 44% of service-sector workers have no input in their work schedules.\textsuperscript{29}

**Understanding the Disparate Impacts of Unstable Scheduling**

Contemporary inequities in unstable scheduling practices can be understood in the context of historical exclusions of racialized and gendered occupations from labor law protections and an incomplete patchwork of federal and local reforms to address these exclusions. Persistent occupational segregation and worksite discrimination also compound inequitable experiences of unstable scheduling practices, and these dynamics were only heightened during the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Historical Context Helps Explain How Unstable Scheduling Is a Racial and Gender Equity Issue**

Due, in large part, to occupational segregation and limited regulatory protections in industries that disproportionately employ women and workers of color, the negative outcomes of unstable scheduling practices are inequitably distributed. The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) of 1938 established the federal minimum-wage, overtime-pay, 

\textsuperscript{28} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{29} Ibid.
and maximum-hours protections. This helped address overwork, which was prevalent in many hourly occupations at the time. However, FLSA’s overtime-pay and minimum-wage protections excluded several occupations that were composed of predominantly Black workers at the time, notably farmworkers, domestic workers, tipped-wage workers, and incarcerated workers.30

Subsequent FLSA reform efforts increased some labor protections, including expanding federal minimum wage to cover most farmworkers through a 1966 amendment to the Act. However, this amendment did not extend maximum-hours and overtime-pay protections to farmworkers, and farmworkers currently are subject to wide variations in overtime-pay regulations by state.31 Black domestic workers organized and advocated for the passage of a 1974 amendment, which extended some FLSA protections to some domestic workers, but the victory was again incomplete. Live-in domestic workers, “casual” care workers providing babysitting services, and those providing “companionship services”—including many professional home-care workers supporting elderly and disabled clients—remain excluded from some basic federal labor law protections, leaving them subject to a patchwork of state- and local-level labor regulations.32

This historical context and contemporary occupational segregation and worksite discrimination help explain how current employer practices of unstable scheduling are inequitably distributed. First, due to occupational segregation, women and workers of color are overrepresented in occupations that remain incompletely covered by labor


32 Dixon, “From Excluded to Essential.” See also: Nadasen, “Citizenship Rights”; Perea, “The Echoes of Slavery.” Note that the Department of Labor narrowed the companionship exemption through regulations that took effect in 2015, and some states have passed further legislation to address this gap. However, some home-care workers remain excluded from minimum-wage and overtime protections due to the federal companionship exemption.
protections and where involuntary part-time work and unstable scheduling practices are particularly prevalent. This is clear, for example, in analyses of the service sector, where unstable scheduling practices are well documented and widespread.33

Second, within an industry or even a single worksite, unstable scheduling practices can be implemented inequitably. Scholars have demonstrated how scheduling “gifts” can be inequitably distributed and used as rewards or penalties.34 For example, within the service sector, workers of color are disproportionately exposed to unstable scheduling practices in their workplaces, compared with their white coworkers.35 Racial inequities in exposure to unstable scheduling persist when controlling for other worker characteristics, such as educational attainment, and when looking within the same firm.36 Specifically, compared with white workers, Black and Hispanic hourly workers receive their schedules with less advance notice on average and have less control over setting or influencing their work schedules.37 A study of matched service-sector employer-employee data also found that workers of color were disadvantaged in terms of unstable scheduling practices due to racial discordance between workers and managers and firm-level segregation.38

COVID-19 Has Compounded the Scheduling Challenges and Inequities That Workers Face

The COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated inequitable workplace dynamics, as essential workers in low-wage occupations have experienced shifting safety protocols and work-schedule demands throughout the pandemic. In early 2020, many workers in

---

33 See, for example: The Shift Project, Harvard Kennedy School and University of California, San Francisco.


37 Henly and Lambert, “Unpredictable Work Timing in Retail Jobs.”

low-wage occupations were told that they had been temporarily furloughed, with no guarantee of when or if they would return to work, while others were told they were now deemed essential workers.  

However, these essential workers did not necessarily have stable and predictable hours through the course of the pandemic. Many workers, such as those employed in essential industries in the food-supply chain—grocery retail or food processing and manufacturing—were scheduled for additional hours for unpredictable periods of time and were required to perform new tasks under heightened physical and emotional workplace hazards.  

Then, as additional workers were hired, workers saw their hours cut and their schedules become highly variable once again. This has meant that the hours of many workers in these industries fluctuated unpredictably between underwork, or involuntary part-time work, and overwork, where they were required to work overtime. In addition, many localities that had in place predictive scheduling ordinances, which incentivize stable scheduling practices, suspended these regulations, citing pandemic-induced customer demand.

The pandemic also compounded racial and gender inequities in unstable scheduling practices. Across industries, pandemic-related job losses and reduced hours were inequitably distributed. Low-wage, frontline workers, who were disproportionately women of color, faced more reductions in hours than managers and professional workers in the same industries, who were more likely to be white. In industries hit hardest by job losses, such as leisure and hospitality, workers in low-wage occupations—who are also disproportionately women of color—already had insufficient and unpredictable work hours, and they experienced the largest numbers of early pandemic job losses and reduced hours. Even as jobs were added back into

39 Loustaunau et al., “No Choice but to Be Essential.”
41 Ibid.
42 Loustaunau et al., “No Choice but to Be Essential.”
43 Storer, Schneider, and Harknett, “What Explains Race/Ethnic Inequality?”
44 Ibid.
45 Gould and Kassa, “Low-Wage, Low-Hours Workers.”
these industries in 2021, the proportion of involuntary part-time workers increased,\textsuperscript{46} making workers particularly susceptible to unstable scheduling practices.\textsuperscript{47}

**Unstable Scheduling Negatively Impacts Workers’ Financial Security, Access to Benefits, Health, Ability to Find and Provide Care, and Pursuit of Other Educational and Employment Opportunities**

**Unstable Scheduling Incurs Significant Financial Costs for Workers and Employers**

Unstable scheduling has been shown to disrupt workers’ lives both on and off the clock,\textsuperscript{48} including a wide range of material impacts. A national study of 37,263 hourly retail and food-service workers found that those with unstable work schedules were more likely to experience food and housing insecurity, fluctuating finances, and medical and utility hardships than workers in those industries with stable work hours.\textsuperscript{49}

The underlying mechanisms linking unstable scheduling and these material hardships include volatility in income and benefits, disrupted household dynamics and informal networks, and an inability to plan ahead.

Lack of advance notice of work schedules and last-minute changes after schedules are posted have significant impacts on financial security. Fifty-nine percent of workers in extremely low-income households and 35% of all workers who report receiving less than a week’s notice of their work schedules also report fluctuating weekly earnings.\textsuperscript{50}

A national study of retail workers found that unstable scheduling could result in


\textsuperscript{48} Sharma et al., “Time Theft in the Los Angeles Retail Sector.”


\textsuperscript{50} Analysis of Survey of Household and Economics and Decisionmaking 2019 data, Federal Reserve Board of Governors SHED.
workers’ weekly earnings being halved from one week to the next.51 Such income instability and unpredictability has significant implications for low-income households, which are less likely to have a financial cushion.

Fluctuating earnings from unstable scheduling may force workers to seek additional employment to make ends meet. However, unstable scheduling makes it particularly difficult to hold down multiple jobs. The expectation that workers maintain open availability so that employers can schedule them for varying numbers of hours at any given time or day of the week makes it especially challenging to navigate multiple work schedules—particularly if each job has unstable scheduling practices and gives workers little or no input in setting their hours.

Employer practices of unstable scheduling are also significantly associated with increased turnover, which incurs high costs to both workers and employers. Turnover contributes to lower earnings, downward mobility, and cumulative disadvantage for workers. It also incurs high costs for employers and managers, who must hire and train new employees and find ways to fill gaps in the meantime.52

**Unstable Scheduling Interferes with Access to Benefits**

Unstable scheduling can be a barrier to accessing employer and state benefits, such as health insurance, paid leave, and child care subsidies. Most employers require workers to maintain a minimum number of hours per week for a specific number of weeks to qualify for health insurance benefits. When workers have little or no input in their schedules, and their hours fluctuate from week to week, they may not be eligible for employer benefits, even if they work full-time hours for several weeks.53

This compounds scheduling-related disadvantages that part-time workers experience, as they are less likely than full-time workers to receive employer-provided benefits.

---

benefits. There is evidence that employer practices of scheduling workers as involuntary part-time pushes many workers to supplement their fluctuating and insufficient wages with gig work, though many are left with no or insufficient benefits even if their total work hours across jobs meets or exceeds full-time hours. Fluctuating hours and incomes make it particularly challenging to qualify for employer or state benefits, due to requirements to provide consistent proof of income and to benefits cliffs, as workers’ cumulative incomes may exceed eligibility thresholds. This can lead to under-enrollment in public safety-net programs. For example, mothers with unstable work schedules are about 1.5 times less likely than those with stable work schedules to receive child care vouchers, even though their incomes are low enough to be eligible for the subsidy.

Paid leave is another benefit that workers with unstable schedules are less likely to be able to access, and the pandemic exacerbated preexisting inequities in workers’ access to paid leave. Women and workers of color were more likely to be employed by companies that did not expand paid leave during the pandemic. Overall, workers in low-wage occupations remain far less likely to have access to paid leave, with only two-thirds of workers in low-wage occupations and only one-third of the lowest-paid workers able to access paid sick leave, compared with 95% of the highest-paid workers in the private sector. Workers who did not have access to paid leave—or those who had used up paid and unpaid leave early in the pandemic—felt pressured to return to hazardous working conditions, often in spite of heightened risks and

54 Golden, “Part-Time Workers Pay a Big-Time Penalty.”
55 Valletta, Bengali, and van der List, “Cyclical and Market Determinants.”
58 Ibid.
60 Ibid.
vulnerabilities they or family members experienced in the ongoing pandemic. Unpredictable school and child care closures during the pandemic, combined with lack of sufficient paid leave and unstable scheduling, meant that when many workplaces reopened in summer 2021, parents of school-aged children had to navigate challenging tradeoffs.

**Unstable Scheduling Harms Workers’ Health**

Employer practices of unstable scheduling negatively affect workers’ health and well-being, as these practices are associated with psychological distress, poor sleep quality, unhappiness, and depressive symptoms. The connection between these health impacts and low wages is already well established and is even stronger for workers in low-wage occupations who also experience unstable scheduling practices. Unstable scheduling practices have a particularly strong effect on sleep quality, which, in turn, can lead to numerous negative health outcomes. Indeed, unstable scheduling is a stronger predictor of poor sleep quality than working a night shift or parenting a young child.

When unstable scheduling includes overwork, workers can experience multiple health impacts. Working long hours is associated with negative health impacts and increased work–family conflict, particularly when long working hours are combined with employer practices of unstable scheduling and limited or no worker input in scheduling. Working more than eight hours in a day or 40 hours in a week is

---

62 Ibid.
63 Loustaunau et al., “No Choice but to Be Essential.”
64 Schneider and Harknett, “Consequences of Routine Work-Schedule Instability”; Dugan et al., “Precarious Work Schedules and Sleep.”
65 Schneider and Harknett, “Consequences of Routine Work-Schedule Instability.”
66 Ibid.
significantly associated with a greater risk of mortality and the development of a wide range of chronic illnesses and maladaptive coping mechanisms.\textsuperscript{69} The extreme case of mandatory overtime reveals a similar pattern. Mandatory overtime is associated with increased stress, fatigue, depression, anxiety, chronic illness and injury, burnout, and turnover.\textsuperscript{70} The lack of advance notice for mandatory overtime work adds an additional layer of unstable scheduling that compounds the hazards of working long hours.\textsuperscript{71} In contrast, these negative outcomes can be somewhat mitigated if workers are granted autonomy and flexibility in making decisions about their work schedules.\textsuperscript{72}

**Unstable Scheduling Disrupts Caregiving**

The negative outcomes of unstable scheduling practices are particularly salient for families with caregiving responsibilities because unstable scheduling is entangled with the stability of care for children, elderly, or disabled loved ones. On one hand, lack of access to reliable and affordable care can disrupt labor force participation, particularly for women.\textsuperscript{73} On the other hand, unstable work schedules, in turn, can undermine workers’ attempts to provide and arrange for stable caregiving. Demand for affordable and reliable care exceeds the current supply,\textsuperscript{74} and unstable work


\textsuperscript{71} Although several jurisdictions have passed or considered predictive scheduling ordinances, some states have specifically addressed lack of advance notice for mandatory overtime. For example, a 2022 Oregon law requires that factory bakery employers give five days’ notice for mandatory overtime and that they not penalize workers for refusing last-minute overtime hours.

\textsuperscript{72} Lambert and Henly, “Frontline Managers Matter.”


schedules make it even more challenging to find care that can accommodate unstable and unpredictable work hours.

Because most child care providers receive payment based on attendance, working parents’ unstable work schedules also lead to instability for child care providers. Thus, many providers decide against serving families with unstable schedules, and, as discussed above, working mothers in low-wage occupations with unstable work schedules are also less likely to receive child care vouchers than comparable working mothers with stable work schedules. This leads many workers with unstable schedules to rely more frequently on informal care networks, as their options for formal care are limited. A study of 3,653 retail and food-service workers who were parents of young children (aged 0–9) found that workers with unstable schedules were more likely to need to spend time setting up multiple contingency child care arrangements and were ultimately more likely to rely on informal networks to fill child care gaps.

The pressures that working parents with unstable schedules face in navigating work schedule demands and caregiving responsibilities can diminish parental and child well-being. Across industries and occupations, workers with unstable schedules are more likely to report work–family conflict. Unpredictable scheduling practices are particularly disruptive and stressful for women workers in low-wage service-sector occupations who have caregiving responsibilities, though these stressors are lessened somewhat when workers have input in their work schedules. A study of 4,275 parents working in the service sector found that unpredictable schedules are associated with negative emotional well-being and negative behavior expressions in their children, echoing similar findings of the negative impacts of nontraditional hours on children’s

---

76 Rachidi, Sykes, and Dsardjins, The New Economy and Child Care.
79 Golden, “Irregular Work Scheduling.”
80 Henly and Lambert, “Unpredictable Work Timing in Retail Jobs.”
well-being. The negative childhood outcomes associated with unstable scheduling result from increased parental stress, strain, depression, and financial insecurity, as well as parents’ reduced time with their children. The authors note that these findings hold implications for intergenerational cumulative disadvantage due to unstable work schedules.

These challenges around navigating caregiving and unstable work schedules are not limited to child care. Most families do not qualify for sufficient hours of Medicaid-subsidized elder home care and disability support services and cannot afford to pay directly for enough additional hours. This leads unpaid family caregivers to take on more caregiving responsibilities, often reducing work hours or leaving the labor force. However, insufficient paid caregiving support means that when unpaid family caregivers’ work schedules are unstable and unpredictable, it can be particularly challenging to fill caregiving holes. Scholars have noted that the destabilizing effects of unpredictable schedules cascade throughout a person’s network and the effects are unequally distributed, disproportionately affecting women at home and workers of color in low-wage jobs.

Unstable Work Schedules Undermine Educational Pursuits

Unstable scheduling can also be a barrier to upward mobility by interfering with the pursuit of education and training. Workers without control over their schedules are regularly forced to choose between school and work attendance. In a survey of retail workers in Los Angeles, 43% of those who were also students reported missing at least one class due to a work scheduling conflict. In another survey of young workers (aged 18–29) employed in retail and food services in Los Angeles, respondents noted that unpredictable work schedules interfered with classes, as they felt pressure to

---

81 Li et al., “Parents’ Nonstandard Work Schedules.”
83 Ibid.
84 Stepick, “The Rapidly Growing Home Care Sector.”
85 Ibid.
86 Shadduck-Hernández et al., “Hour Crisis.”
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take the work hours they could get. Only 9% reported that they had a set schedule, and 82% reported that the number of hours they were scheduled to work varied from week to week.\textsuperscript{87} The challenges of navigating persistent work-school conflicts can accumulate, disrupting educational progress or pushing students to drop out altogether. A third study that analyzed 839 surveys and 75 in-depth interviews with student workers at public colleges and universities in Los Angeles found that 40% of working students considered withdrawing temporarily or permanently from school, with the majority citing competing demands from work schedules as their primary reason.\textsuperscript{88}

**Considerations for Policy and Practice**

Stable scheduling practices can benefit both workers and employers. Employer practices that grant workers autonomy over their work hours mitigate many of the negative health impacts that workers with unstable schedules experience.\textsuperscript{89} This leads to higher rates of worker well-being and job satisfaction, reduced absenteeism, and lower rates of turnover.\textsuperscript{90} For example, studies of a large retail firm revealed that stores where managers routinely consulted their workers about their schedules had lower turnover rates, and workers reported less work-life conflict; stable and predictable scheduling practices also led to increased productivity and higher profits.\textsuperscript{91}

Local scheduling ordinances have been a first step in policies addressing unstable scheduling, providing instructive lessons from recent efforts as jurisdictions consider

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{89} Lambert and Henly, “Frontline Managers Matter.”
\footnote{91} Lambert and Henly, “Frontline Managers Matter.”
\end{footnotes}
strengthening, expanding, and scaling up existing regulations. However, current predictive scheduling policies vary in the provisions included and the scope of industries and employers covered. This variation means that many lack funding for implementation and enforcement, and many workers are unprotected if they are not employed by covered employers.92

Further, most scheduling policies do not address both the quantity and quality of hours. 93 Scheduling policies that include good-faith estimates of hours upon hiring have been shown to be insufficient to guarantee minimum hours, and collective bargaining agreements that include minimum-hours clauses often lack stable and predictable scheduling language.94 Solutions could include language guaranteeing minimum hours, adequate funding for implementing and enforcing stable and predictable scheduling practices, including worker input in setting hours, and protections for workers who refuse mandatory overtime. Strengthening and expanding stable scheduling policies and practices to protect workers from unpredictable overwork, underwork, and fluctuations between the two would also help address how unstable scheduling can be a barrier to accessing employer and state benefits.

**Expanded Support for Care Access Facilitates Labor Force Participation for Workers with Unstable Schedules**

Unstable work schedules and care access are entangled. On the one hand, stabilizing work schedules can help workers access reliable care; on the other, expanding access to affordable, quality care available at nontraditional and variable hours can support labor force participation. Home-based child care providers may be able to accommodate nontraditional work hours that fall outside of traditional center-based care hours. Also, pay differentials that provide additional compensation for providers who offer such flexible hours could incentivize more providers to accommodate

92 Ibid.
93 Petrucci et al., “Persistent Unpredictability.”
94 Ibid.
nontraditional and unstable hours.95 This is relevant to parental—and, particularly, working mothers’—labor force participation across a range of large and growing industries, such as construction, health care, and the service sector.

Further, child care funding mechanisms that rely on enrollment, rather than attendance, can accommodate variable and unstable schedules while supporting child care providers in maintaining the stability of their small businesses.96 For example, pandemic experiments that shifted child care funding from attendance-based to enrollment-based were shown to support providers through fluctuating attendance due to COVID-related uncertainties by helping to stabilize operations for child care providers while also accommodating family members’ unpredictable schedules and illnesses.97 Contracts and grants for family child care networks and Head Start similarly allow providers to receive funding that is not directly tied to children’s attendance, which may vary due to unstable work schedules or illnesses.

Worker Voice Mitigates the Effects of Unstable Scheduling and Supports Implementation of Stable Scheduling Policies and Practices

When workers have a say in whether to voluntarily accept overtime hours, they can avoid many of the negative outcomes associated with working long hours.98 Indeed, worker voice in scheduling decisions has widespread benefits for worker health and well-being, job satisfaction, and retention.99 Collective representation enhances worker voice on the job, amplifying workers’ efforts to implement and enforce scheduling policies. This means workers have greater support in changing scheduling policies, as well as in enforcing them and pursuing recourse if they experience unfair implementation of scheduling policies. Indeed, union workers are more likely to have

---

96 Lieberman, Loewenberg, and Sklar, “Make Child Care More Stable.”
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input in their work hours and to have more advance notice of their schedules, compared with workers in non-union workplaces.\textsuperscript{100}

Worker voice and input in scheduling practices underscores a crucial element of potential solutions to unstable scheduling that can improve worker recruitment and retention. Though “just-in-time” work scheduling is an employer practice intended to cut labor costs and give employers flexibility, it has been shown to undermine the employment relationship and is associated with higher turnover rates and employer costs. As scheduling practices are entangled with financial stability, access to benefits, equity, worker health and well-being, turnover, occupational mobility, and caregiving, ensuring that workers have a voice in setting schedules holds promise for labor force participation and equitable economic growth.
